Mobility Interface ‘E’ Fitting Instructions

The positioning of the interface on the base must be carried out by a technically competent person who is knowledgeable in the setup of the wheel base and the Leckey product. We recommend a stability safety check is carried out to ensure the combined seat and wheelbase meet the requirements of ISO 7176 Part 1. Mount the interface centrally on the wheel base to ensure the product is stable when in use.

In order to fit the interface a 350mm wide base must be used (See FIG 5)
Remove the backrest & seat base if fitted.

Figure 1
Remove the leg supports.

Figure 2
Loosen/Remove grub screw and knob to facilitate removal of the leg supports.

Figure 3
Remove the armrest not housing the controls.
Remove push handle fitment bolt and ensure handle is in rearmost position. Refit bolt (or use bolt supplied) while also securing the rear of the side plate assembly on both sides.

Both side plate assemblies fitted.

The base should look like this. Remove the armrest from the Mygo seat that is on the same side as the controls.
Fit the interface center assembly in as rearward a position that allows the footrests to clear the front crossbar, using the M8 screws & nuts provided.